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Abstract
We recall the basic denitions concerning homotopy in 2D Digital Topology, and we set and
prove several results concerning homotopy of subsets. Then we introduce an explicit isomorphism
between the fundamental group of a 2D connected object and a (non-abelian) free group. As
a consequence, we provide an algorithm for deciding whether two closed path are homotopic.
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0. Introduction
The digital fundamental group of a discrete object, originally introduced in digital
topology by Kong [3] in the 3-dimensionnal digital Euclidian space, and in a more
genaral framework [4], contains a major information on the topological structure of
geometrical objects, it is related to topology preservation [1, 5]), and its knowledge is
a very important problem of image analysis. A \general algorithm" to decide whether
two discrete objects have isomorphic fundamental groups would be a very powerful
tool for image analysis. However, this problem in general is not decidable, and is a
dicult problem even in the 3D case.
The purpose of this paper is to give a complete algebraic presentation of the funda-
mental group of any object in a 2-dimensional digital image. First we recall the basic
denitions concerning homotopy in 2D Digital Topology. Then we set basic results
concerning homotopy of subsets and topology preservation in the 2D case. Finally we
introduce an explicit isomorphism between the fundamental group of any object with
m holes and the (non-abelian) free group with m generators. This result reduces many
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problem concerning the fundamental group to well-known algebraic problems. In par-
ticular, two 2D connected object have isomorphic fundamental groups if and only if
they have the same number of holes. Furthermore, we provide an algorithm for decid-
ing whether or not two closed path are homotopic or not in a given arbitrary object.
The computational complexity of this algorithm is the sum of the lengths of the two
considered paths.
1. Basic denitions and notations
If X is a subset of Z2; we denote X =Z2nX the complement of X . In this paper,
we shall consider only nite subsets X of Z2. For x=(i; j)2Z2; we consider the two
following neighborhoods:
N4(x)= fy=(i0; j0)2Z2jji − i0j+ jj − j0j=1g;
N8(x)= fy=(i0; j0)2Z2jmax(ji − i0j; jj − j0j)= 1g:
Let n2f4; 8g. Two points x and y of Z2 are said to be n-adjacent if y2Nn(x). This
n-adjacency relation denes a graph structure on Z2; called the n-adjacency graph.
For any subset X of Z2; n-connected components of X are connected components
of the subgraph of the n-adjacency graph induced by X . The set X is said to be
n-connected if it has a single n-connected component. As usual, when we analyze a
set X Z2 using an n-connectivity type with n2f4; 8g; we analyze X with a dierent
n-connectivity with n=12 − n. In the sequel, we consider (n; n)2f(4; 8); (8; 4)g. An
n-hole in X Z2 is a bounded n-connected component of X . A nite n-path is a
nite sequence (x0; : : : ; xp) such that for i2f1; : : : ; pg the point xi−1 is n-adjacent or
equal to xi. Such a nite n-path is said to be closed if x0 = xp. An innite n-path is
a sequence (xi)i2N such that for i2N the point xi−1 is n-adjacent or equal to xi.
Such an innite n-path is called simple if i 6= j) xi 6= xj. If  is a nite or innite
n-path of Z2; we denote by  the set of the points of . We also denote by   0
the concatenation of two nite n-paths  and 0. Given an n-path =(x0; : : : ; xp); we
denote by −1 the n-path (xp; : : : ; x0).
Now we need to introduce the n-homotopy relation between n-paths. Let us con-
sider X Z2 and two points B2X and B0 2X . We also consider AnB;B0(X ) the set of
all closed n-paths =(x0; : : : ; xp) which are included in X and such that x0 =B and
xp=B0. First we introduce the notion of an elementary deformation. Two nite n-paths
2AnB;B0(X ) and 0 2AnB;B0(X ) are said to be the same up to an elementary deforma-
tion (with xed extremities) if they are of the form = 1  2 and 0= 1  0 2;
the n-paths  and 0 having the same extremities and being both included in a com-
mon unit square. Now, the two n-paths 2AnB;B0(X ) and 0 2AnB;B0(X ) are said to be
n-homotopic (with xed extremities) in X if there exists a nite sequence of n-paths
= 0; : : : ; m= 0 of AnB;B0(X ) such that for i=1; : : : ; m the n-paths i−1 and i are
the same up to an elementary deformation (with xed extremities).
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We denote AnB=A
n
B;B. The homotopy relation denes an equivalence relation on
AnB(X ); and we denote by 
n
1 (X ) the set of equivalence classes of this equivalence
relation. The concatenation of closed n-paths is compatible with the homotopy relation,
hence it denes an operation on n1 (X ); and this operation provides 
n
1 (X ) with a
group structure. We call this group the n-fundamental group of X . The n-fundamental
group dened using a point B0 as the based point is isomorphic to the n-fundamental
group dened using a point B as the based point.
Now we must introduce an algebraic notion called the (non abelian) the free group
with m generators. Let fa1; : : : ; amg[ fa−11 ; : : : ; a−1m g be an alphabet with 2m distinct
letters, and let Lm be the set of the all words over this alphabet (i.e. nite sequences
of letters of the alphabet). We say that two words w2Lm and w0 2Lm are the same up
to an elementary simplication if, either w can be obtained from w0 by inserting in w0
a sequence of the form aia−1i or a sequence of the form a
−1
i ai with i 2 f1; : : : ; mg;
or w0 can be obtained from w by inserting in w a sequence of the form aia−1i or a
sequence of the form a−1i ai with i 2 f1; : : : ; mg. Now, two words w2Lm and w0 2Lm
are said to be free equivalent if there is a nite sequence w=w1; : : : ; wk =w0 of words
of Lm such that for i=2; : : : ; k the word wi−1 and wi are the same up to an elementary
simplication. This denes an equivalence relation on Lm; and we denote by Fn the
set of equivalence classes of this equivalence relation. If w2Lm; we denote by w the
class of w under the free equivalence relation. The concatenation of words denes an
operation on Fn which provides Fn with a group structure. The group thus dened is
called the free group with m generators. We denote by 1m the unit element of Fm;
which is equal to w where w is the empty word. The only result which we shall admit
on the free group is the classical result that if a word w2Lm is such that w=1m and
w is not the empty word, then there exists in w two successive letters aia−1i or a
−1
i ai
with i2f1; : : : ; mg. This remark leads to an immediate algorithm to decide whether a
word w2Lm is such that w=1m.
2. On the fundamental group of subsets
In this section, we state and prove some results relative to inclusion of sets and the
fundamental group. First we set a denition:
Denition 1. Let X Z2 and x2X . The point x is called n-simple if the number
of n-connected components of N8(x)\X which are n-adjacent to x is equal to 1; and
Nn(x)\X 6= ;.
Observe that if x2X is such that Nn(x)\X is nonempty and such that Nn(x)\X 6= ;;
then x is n-simple if and only if the number of n-connected components of N8(x)\X
which are n-adjacent to x is equal to 1.
Let X Y Z2. The set X is said to be lower n-homotopic to Y if X can be ob-
tained from Y be deleting sequentially n-simple points. In this case the set Y is called
upper n-homotopic to X . Finally, the set X and Y are called n-homotopic if there
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exists a nite sequence X0; : : : ; XmZ3 of sets such that X =X0 and Y =Xm and for
i=1; : : : ; m the set Xi−1 is either lower n-homotopic or upper n-homotopic to Xi.
Lemma 1. Let X Z2; let B; B0 2X and x2X an n-simple point which is distinct
from B and B0. Then if two n-paths  and 0 of AnB;B0(X nfxg) are n-homotopic (with
xed extremities) in X; they are n-homotopic in X nfxg.
Proof. First, if c=(x0; : : : ; xp) is an n-path in X such that x0 6= x and xp 6= x; we dene
an n-path P(c) as follows: For any maximal sequence =(xk ; : : : ; xl) with 06k6l6p
of points of c such that for i= k; : : : ; l we have xi 6= x; we dene c()= . For any max-
imal sequence =(xk ; : : : ; xl) with 16k6l<p of points of c such that for i= k; : : : ; l
we have xi= x; we dene c() as equal to the shortest n-path in N8(x)\X from
xl−1 to xk+1. Now, P(c) is the concatenation of all c() for all maximal sequence
=(xk ; : : : ; xl) of points of c such that either for i= k; : : : ; l we have xi 6= x or for
i= k; : : : ; l we have xi= x.
Now, it is sucient to prove that if  and 0 are two elements of AnB;B0(X ) and
are the same up to an elementary deformation, the two n-paths P() and P(0) also
are the same up to an elementary deformation. Hence we assume  and 0 are of the
form = 1    2 and 0= 1  0  2; the n-paths  and 0 having the same extrem-
ities and being both included in a common unit square S. Without loss of generality,
we assume that x2 S. Let 1 = (x1;0; : : : ; x1; k1 ) and 2 = (x2;0; : : : ; x2; k2 ). We denote by
1 the shortest n-path in N8(x)\X from the last point of 1 to S; and we denote
by 2 the shortest n-path in N8(x)\X from S to the rst point of 2. We denote
1 = (y1;0; : : : ; y1; k1 ) and 2 = (y2;0; : : : ; y2; k2 ). Finally, we dene =(y1; k1 )    (y2;0);
and 0=(y1; k1 )  0  (y2;0). Now we have P()= (P(1)  1)  P()  (2  P(2))
and P(0)= (P(1)  1)  P(0)  (2  P(2)). Since P() and P(0) have the same
extremities and are both included in the unit square S; the n-paths P() and P(0) are
the same up to an elementary deformation.
Corollary 1. Let X Y Z2 be such that X is lower n-homotopic to Y . Let B; B0 2X .
Then if two closed n-paths  and 0 of AnB;B0(X ) are n-homotopic (with xed extremi-
ties) in Y; they are n-homotopic in X .
Lemma 2. Let X Z2; let B; B0 2X and x2X an n-simple point distinct from B
and B0. Then any n-path c of AnB;B0(X ) is n-homotopic (with xed extremities) to an
n-path contained in X nfxg.
Proof. Let P(c) be the n-path as dened in the proof of Lemma 1. It is easy to see
that c is n-homotopic (with xed extremities) to P(c).
Corollary 2. Let X Y Z2 be such that X is lower n-homotopic to Y; and let
B; B0 2X . Then any n-path c of AnB;B0(Y ) is n-homotopic (with xed extremities) to
an n-path contained in X .
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Corollary 3. Let X Y Z2 be such that X is lower n-homotopic to Y; and let B2X .
The identical map from AnB(X ) to A
n
B(Y ) denes a map from 
n
1 (X ) to 
n
1 (Y ) which
is a group isomorphism.
We shall need the following denition and the two following results which can be
found in [6]:
Denition 2. A simple closed n-curve is a closed n-path (x0; : : : ; xp) such that for
i; j2f0; : : : ; pg the point xi is n-adjacent to xj if and only if i= j + 1 (mod n) or
i= j − 1 (mod n).
Theorem 1. Let c be a simple closed n-curve. Then the complement of c has exactly
two n-connected components; one of which is bounded.
Let c=(x0; : : : ; xp) be a simple closed n-curve. A point x of c is said to be interior
to c if it belongs to the bounded n-connected component of c. Otherwise x is called
exterior to c.
Theorem 2. Let c=(x0; : : : ; xp) be a simple closed n-curve and x2 c. Then x is
n-adjacent to both a point interior to c and a point exterior to c.
Lemma 3. Let X Y Z2 be two n-connected sets. Let P= YnX . We assume that
P is n-connected; is contained in an n-component C of X and that exactly one
n-connected component C0 of Y is contained in C. Then P contains a point which
is n-simple in Y .
Proof. Let x be a point of P which is n-adjacent to a point of Y and whose distance
to X in the n-adjacency graph of Y is maximal. Let us prove that x is n-simple in Y .
We assume by contraposition that x is not n-simple. Since Y is n-connected, N8(x)\Y
is nonempty, and since x is n-adjacent to a point of Y ; Nn(x)\Y is also nonempty.
Hence, since x is not n-simple in Y; N8(x)\Y has at least two n-connected components
C1 and C2 which are n-adjacent to x.
Now, let y1 2C1 and y2 2C2 be two points which are n-adjacent to Y . From
the maximality of the distance of x to X in the n-adjacency graph of Y; there ex-
ists n-paths c1 and c2 joining y1 and y2 respectively to points of X and which
do not contain the point x. Clearly, since X is n-connected, there exists an n-path
0=(y1 = x00; : : : ; x
0
k0 =y2) in Y joining y1 to y2 and not containing the point x. Let
z1 = x0i0 be the rst point of 
0 which belongs to Nn(x) \ C2; and let z2 = x0j0 be the
last point of 0 such that j0<i0 and which is contained in Nn(x)nC2. There exists an
n-path =(z1 = x0; : : : ; xk = z2) in Y; for instance the section of the n-path 0 between
x0j0 and x
0
i0 ; joining z1 to z2 and which does not contain any point of Nn(x)[fxg except
z1 and z2. Moreover, we may assume that  is the shortest such n-path. We set yi= xi
for i=1; : : : ; k; y0 =yk+1 = x. It is easy to see that c=(y0; : : : ; yk+1) is a simple closed
n-curve. Besides, since z1 and z2 do not belong to the same n-connected component of
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N8(x)\Y; each of the two n-components C01 and C02 of N8(x)nc which are n-adjacent
to x contains a point of Y . Hence, since C0 is the only n-connected component of Y
which is contained in C; C01 and C
0
2 can be linked by an n-path contained in Y . Now,
from Theorem 2 follows that C01 [C02 contains both a point interior to c and a point
exterior to c; which is a contradiction since c Y .
Theorem 3. Let X Y Z2 be two n-connected sets. Suppose that any n-connected
component of X contains exactly one n-connected component of Y . Then X is lower
n-homotopic to Y .
Proof. Let C be an n-connected component of X and P= Y \C. We obtain di-
rectly by applying inductively Lemma 3 that YnP is lower n-homotopic to Y . Now,
Theorem 3 follows immediately from this last observation by induction on the number
of n-connected components of X which contain points of Y .
Corollary 4. Let X; Y Z3 be n-connencted and such that X and Y have the same
number of n-holes. Then X and Y are n-homotopic.
The proof of Corollary 4 is not dicult once we have proved Theorem 3. However,
since we do not need this corollary in the sequel, we leave this proof to the reader.
3. The noncommutative winding number
In this section, for any X Z2 with m n-holes and B2X; for any c2AnB(X ); we
dene a word W 2Lm. The corresponding element W of Fm is called the noncommuta-
tive winding number of c. The idea is the following: rst we chose a point Pi in the ith
n-hole of X . Then we consider a particular innite simple 4-path  which contains all
points P1; : : : ; Pm. By renaming P1; : : : ; Pm if necessary, we may assume that the order
in which the Pi's appear in  is the order of increasing i's. Then we construct the
word w following c; adding a symbol ai or a−1i to the word we construct each time
c crosses the section of  between Pi and Pi+1; depending on how c crosses . For
instance, in Fig. 1, the noncommutative winding number is equal to a−12 a1a2a
−1
1 .
Since we deal with computational problems in a discrete framework, we have to
dene constructively the 4-path , and to dene precisely what we mean in this case
by an oriented transversal intersection between the 4-path  and a closed n-path.
In the following, X is a subset of Z2 with m n-holes. We chose a point Pi=(i; i)
in the ith n-hole of X . Let R= [a; b] [a0; b0] be a rectangle such that X is contained
in R. We denote X1 =RnfP1; : : : ; Pmg.
We construct an innite simple 4-path =(yi)i2N (see Fig. 2) as follows: Let
k1 = b+1−1; and for j=2; : : : ; m−1 +1; let kj = kj−1 +b−a+3. For convenience,
we set km−1+2 = +1. For i2f0; : : : k1g we set yi=(1 + i; 1); and for kj<i6kj+1
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Fig. 1. Example with non-commutative winding number equal to a−12 a1a2a
−1
1 .
Fig. 2. The 4-path .
with j>2; we set yi=(a+ i−kj; 1+j−1) if j is even and yi=(b−(i−kj); 1+j−1)
otherwise.
In other words,  is the concatenation of straight line segments, [(a − 1; 1 + j −
1); (b + 1; 1 + j − 1)] or [(b + 1; 1 + j − 1); (a − 1; 1 + j − 1)]; depending on the
parity of j (except for j=1 for which we have a segment [(1; 1); (b+ 1; 1)]).
By renaming the Pi's if necessary, we may assume that the order in which they
appear in the 4-path  is the order of increasing i's. Note that in this case, the order
of the Pi's is not a lexicographic order, but the order induced on each horisontal line
with a height h depends on parity of h.
Now, for k =1; : : : ; m; we denote by ek the unique integer such that yek =Pk . For con-
venience, we denote em+1 =+1. We denote by Ik the interval of integers fek ; : : : ; ek+1g.
We also denote (Ik)= fyek ; : : : ; yek+1g.
In the sequel, B is the base point of X and we assume without loss of generality that
it has its second coordinate less than 1. In particular, B 62 . In the sequel of this sec-
tion, c=(x0; : : : ; xp) is an element of AnB(X1). For i=0; : : : ; p; we denote xi=(xi;1; xi;2).
For k =1; : : : ; m; we call maximal sequence of indices of points c \ (Ik) any interval
fi; : : : ; jg of integers such that fxi; : : : ; xjg (Ik); xi−1 62 (Ik) and xj+1 62 (Ik).
Let fi; : : : ; jg be a maximal sequence of indices of points c \ (Ik). Observe that
xi;2− xi−1;2 = 1 and xj+1;2− xj;2 = 1. We denote Wb; i(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= (xi;2− xi−1;2):
(−1)(xi; 2−1) and We; j(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= (xj+1;2 − xj;2):(−1)(xj; 2−1). We dene the contri-
bution of i to the noncommutative winding number of c relative to fP1; : : : ; Pmg, the
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element of Fm dened by
Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= a
Wb; i(c; P1 ;:::; Pm)+We; j(c; P1 ;:::; Pm)
2
k :
Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm) is an element of Fm which is equal either to ak ; or to a−1k ; or to 1m.
For convenience, we denote Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 1m if i is not the smallest element of a
maximal sequence of indices of points of some c \ (Ik) with k 2f1; : : : ; mg; so that
Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm) is dened for any i2f0; : : : ; pg.
Denition 3. We call noncommutative winding number of c relative to fP1; : : : ; Pmg
the element of Fm dened by
W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=
p∏
i=0
Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm):
Observe that, since Fm is not an abelian group, the order in which the product is
dened in this last denition must be respected.
We also dene a word W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) of Lm by the sequence of letters obtained by
replacing the element Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm) of Fm by the corresponding letter ak or a−1k if
Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm) 6=1m in the product of the last denition.
4. Main results
The purpose of this section is to prove that W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm); the noncommutative
winding number, depends on the n-path c only up to homotopy, so that a map from
n1 (X ) to Fm is dened. Then we prove that this map is a group isomorphism.
Theorem 4. If two n-paths c; c0 2AnB(X1) are n-homotopic in X1 (with xed extrem-
ities); then W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=W (c0; P1; : : : ; Pm)
Proof. We only need to prove this result when c and c0 are the same up to an elemen-
tary deformation. So, let c= c1    c2 and c0= c1  0  c2; the n-paths  and 0 having
the same extremities and being both included in a common unit square S. If  and 0
are both included in (Ik) with k 2f1; : : : ; mg; the result is obvious. Hence we may
assume that S meets two sets (Ik) and (Ik0) with k 6= k 0. Moreover, it is easily seen
that the unit square S meets at most two sets of the form (Ij) with j2f1; : : : ; mg.
Hence the two lower points of S are, say, in (Ik)[fP1; : : : ; Pmg and the two upper
points of S then are in (Ik0)[fP1; : : : ; Pmg.
We denote c=(x0; : : : ; xp); c0=(x00; : : : ; x
0
p); for i2f0; : : : ; pg xi=(xi;1; xi;2) and for
i2f0; : : : ; p0g x0i =(x0i;1; x0i;2). We also denote =(xi0 ; : : : ; xi1 ) and 0=(x0i0 ; : : : ; x0i01 ).
Let us consider the case when xi0 = x
0
i0 2 (Ik) and xi1 = x0i01 2 (Ik0). Let
d=min(fj>i0=xj 2 (Ik0)g) and d0=min(fj>i0=x0j 2 (Ik0)g). Let f=max(fj6i1=
xj 2 (Ik)g) and f0=max(fj6i01=x0j 2 (Ik)g). If (i; : : : ; j) is a maximal sequence of in-
dices of points of c \ (Ik) or a maximal sequence of indices of points of c \ (Ik0)
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which is contained in fi0; : : : ; i1g; if j 6=d−1 and i 6=f+1 we have Wb; i(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=
−We; j(c; P1; : : : ; Pm); hence Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 1m. Similarly, for (i; : : : ; j) a maximal se-
quence of indices of points of c0 \ (Ik) or of points of c0 \ (Ik0) which is included
in fi0; : : : ; i01g; if j 6=d0 − 1 and i 6=f0 + 1 we have Wi(c0; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 1m. Hence we
consider (i; : : : ; d− 1) the maximal sequence of indices of points of c \ (Ik) which
contains d−1; and we consider (i; : : : ; d0−1) the maximal sequence of indices of points
of c0 \ (Ik) which contains d0 − 1. We have We;d−1(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= (−1)(xd−1; 2−1) =
(−1)(x0d0−1; 2−1) =We;d0−1(c0; P1; : : : ; Pm). On the other hand, we have Wb; i(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)
=Wb; i(c0; P1; : : : ; Pm); and therefore Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=Wi(c0; P1; : : : ; Pm). Similarly, we
can obtain Wf+1(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=Wf0+1(c0; P1; : : : ; Pm) so that W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=
W (c0; P1; : : : ; Pm).
The case when xi0 and xi1 lie on the same horizontal line is similar, except in
the case, say,  is included in (Ik) and 0 is not. In this case, we prove that,
either W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=W (c0; P1; : : : ; Pm); or the word W (c0; P1; : : : ; Pm) is obtained
from W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) by inserting aka−1k or a
−1
k ak in W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm). In both cases,
W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=W (c0; P1; : : : ; Pm).
Remark 1. From Theorem 4 and Theorem 3 follows that the map c 7!W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)
from AnB(X ) to Fm induces a map ’ :
n
1 (X )!Fm. This map ’ is a group morphism.
In order to prove that the map ’ is a group isomorphism, we rst need some
technical lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let c2AnB(X1) be such that W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) is the empty word. Then c
is n-homotopic in X1 to an n-path which contains only the point B.
Proof. For convenience, we call (Im+1) and (Im+2) the n-connected components
of X1n. We also denote m0=m + 2. First of all, since  has no n-hole, is not
bounded, and contains all n-holes of X1; the set X1n has no n-hole. Hence if
we assume that c\ = ;; it follows from Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 that c is
n-homotopic in X1n to an n-path which contains only the point B. Now, we shall
prove that c is n-homotopic in X1 to an n-path which contains only the point B by
induction on the number I(c) of maximal intervals fi; : : : ; jg such that there ex-
ists k 2f1; : : : ; m0g with fxi; : : : ; xjg (Ik). Suppose that the result is true for any
c0 2AnB(X1) with I(c0)6h with h>0; and W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) is the empty word. Sup-
pose that c is such that I(c)= h+ 1. We distinguish two case:
First case: for all maximal interval fi; : : : ; jg of points of c \ (Ik) with k 2
f1; : : : ; m0g we have: xi−1;2 6= xj+1;2 or 9k 0 2f1; : : : ; m0g such that fxi−1;2; xj+1;2g
(Ik0). We consider the rst maximal interval fi; : : : ; jg of indices of points of c \ (Ik)
with k 2f1; : : : ; mg such that xj+1;2 = xj;2 − 1. Since Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 1m and xi;2 =
xi−1;2 + 1; xi;2 and xj;2 have the same parity, hence they are equal. Therefore, from
the assumptions of the rst case we are dealing with, there exists k 0 2f1; : : : ; m0g such
that fxi−1;2; xj+1;2g (Ik0). It is easily seen that the horizontal strait line segment
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S = [xi−1; xj+1] is included in (Ik0) and that S [ (Ik) has no n-hole. Hence, from
Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 follows that the n-path c1 = (xi−1; : : : ; xj+1) is n-homotopic
with xed extremities to an n-path contained in S. Therefore, c is n-homotopic to an
n-path c0 2AnB(X1) with I(c0)= h. Furthermore, it is easy to see that W (c0; P1; : : : ; Pm)
is the empty word, hence from our induction hypothesis c0 is n-homotopic in X1 to a
constant n-path. This completes the proof in the rst case.
Second case: there exists a maximal interval fi; : : : ; jg of indices of points such
that fxi; : : : ; xjg (Ik) with k 2f1; : : : ; m0g such that xi−1;2 = xj+1;2 and 9k 0 6= k 00 with
xi−1;2 2 (Ik0) and xj+1;2 2 (Ik00). Since xi;2 6= xi−1;2 = xj+1;2; we have either k<k 0 and
k<k 00 or k>k 0 and k>k 00. We assume for instance that k 0<k 00<k. Let fi0; : : : ; j0g
be the last maximal interval of indices of points such that fxi0 ; : : : ; xj0g (Ik000) with
k 000 2f1; : : : ; m0g such that for all j6i006j0 xi00 2 (Ik00)[    [(Ik−1). We denote
by S1 and S2 respectively the two horizontal strait line segments [(a; xj;2); (b; xj;2)]
and [(a; xj+1;2); (b; xj+1;2)]. For any i00 2fi0 − 1; : : : ; j0g we have: xi00 2 S1 [ S2. Since
xi0−1 2 S1 [ S2 and Wi0(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 1m; we must have xj0+1 2 S1 [ S2. It is easily seen
that the only possibility is that xj0+1;2 = xj;2 and xj0+1 2 (Ik). Hence we can proceed
as in the rst case: The strait line segment S = [xj; xj0+1] is contained in (Ik) and
in S1. Since (S1 [ S2)\X1 has no n-hole, the n-path c1 = (xj; : : : ; xj0+1) is n-homotopic
with xed extremities to an n-path contained in S; hence, as in the rst case, c is
n-homotopic to an n-path c0 2AnB(X1) with I(c0)= h and such that W (c0; P1; : : : ; Pm) is
the empty word.
Now we observe that the denition of Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm) makes sense for a non-closed
n-path c=(x0; : : : ; xp) and for any maximal sequence (i; : : : ; j) of indices of points of
some c \ (Ik) such that j 6=p and i 6=0.
Lemma 5. Let k 2f1; : : : ; mg and 2f−1; 1g. Then there exists an n-path c=
(x0; : : : ; xp) from B to a point of (Ik) such that (denoting xi=(xi;1; xi;2) for i2
f0; : : : ; pg):
1: For any maximal sequence (i; : : : ; j) of indices of points of some c \ (Ik0) such
that j 6=p and i 6=0 we have: Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 0;
2: If (i; : : : ; p) is the maximal sequence of indices of points of c \ (Ik) which con-
tains p we have: (xi;2 − xi−1;2):(−1)xi; 2−1 = .
Proof. We distinguish two cases depending on whether (Ik) is included in a strait line
segment or not. We treat for instance the rst case, assuming that (Ik) is included in a
strait line segment S at the height h. Let S1 and S2 be respectively the set of the points
of R of height h−1 and h+1. We assume for instance that h−1 is even. Let a1 be the
rst coordinate of the leftmost Pk0 with k 0 2f1; : : : ; mg. We construct an n-path c01 by
following a horizontal line from B to a point M1 having a1 − 1 as its rst coordinate,
and then a vertical line from the point M1 to the point M2 = (a1−1; h+1) 2 S2. Since
(S [ S2)\X1 is n-connected, there is an n-path c02 contained in (S [ S2)\X1 from M2
to a point of (Ik). Let c1 = (x0; : : : ; xp) be the concatenation of c01 and c
0
2. We denote
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xi=(xi;1; xi;2) for i2f0; : : : ; pg. Let us consider a maximal sequence (i; : : : ; j) of indices
of points of some c1 \ (Ik0) such that j 6=p. We have either xj;2 − xi;2 is odd and
(xj+1;2− xj;2)= (xi;2− xi−1;2) or xj;2− xi;2 is even and (xj+1;2− xj;2)=−(xi;2− xi−1;2).
In both cases, we have (xj+1;2 − xj;2):(−1)xj; 2−1 = − (xi;2 − xi−1;2):(−1)xi; 2−1 ; so that
Wi(c1; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 0.
Moreover, if (i; : : : ; p) is the maximal sequence of indices of points of c1 \ (Ik)
which contains p we have: xi−1 2 S2 so that (xi;2−xi−1;2):(−1)xi; 2−1 = (−1):(−1)(h−1)
=−1.
Now, by considering b1 the rst coordinate of the rightmost point Pi for i=1; : : : ; m;
we construct an n-path c2 satisfying the conditions 1. and 2. with =1.
Lemma 6. Let c=(x0; : : : ; xp) be a closed n-path with x0 = xp 2 (Ik) with k 2
f1; : : : ; mg; such that or any maximal sequence (i; : : : ; j) of indices of points of some
c \ (Ik0) such that j 6=p and i 6=0 we have: Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 0. Moreover we
assume that (denoting xi=(xi;1; xi;2) for i2f0; : : : ; pg) if j0=−1 + minf06i6p=
xi 62 (Ik)g and i0=1+maxf06i6p=xi 62 (Ik)g; (xi0 ;2−xi0−1;2):(−1)xi0 ; 2−1 =−(xj0+1;2
− xj0 ;2):(−1)xj0 ; 2−1 .
Then c is n-homotopic (with xed extremities) in X1 to a constant n-path.
Proof. We denote =(xi0 ;2 − xi0−1;2):(−1)xi0 ; 2−1 =−(xj0+1;2 − xj0 ;2):(−1)xj0 ; 2−1 . Let
c0=(x00; : : : ; x
0
p0) be the n-path from B to a point x
0
p0 of (Ik) given by Lemma 5.
Since (Ik) is n-connected, we may assume that x0p0 = x0. The n-path c is n-homotopic
in X1 to c0−1  c0  c  c0−1  c0. Now, from Lemma 4, the n-path c0  c  c0−1 is n-
homotopic in X1 to a constant n-path. Hence c is n-homotopic in X1 to a constant
n-path.
Theorem 5. The map ’ :n1 (X )!Fm dened in Remark 1 is a group isomorphism.
Proof. First we prove that ’ is one to one, i.e. that W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 1m implies that
c is homotopic in X to a constant n-path. We already have proved it (Lemma 4) in the
case W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) is the empty word. Now, we prove our result by induction on the
length of the word W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm). Let us assume that c=(x0; : : : ; xp)2AnB(X ) is such
that W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) contains a sequence aka−1k or a
−1
k ak ; say aka
−1
k ; and that the result
is true for shorter n-paths. Let (i; : : : ; j) and (i0 : : : ; j0) be the corresponding respective
maximal sequences of indices of points of c \ (Ik) such that Wi(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= ak and
Wi0(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= a−1k . Necessarily, We; j(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= 1 and Wb; i0(c; P1; : : : ; Pm)=−1.
Let c0 be an n-path from xi0 to xj which is contained in (Ik). We denote c1=(x0; : : : ; xj);
c2 = (xj; : : : ; xi0) and c3 = (xi0 ; : : : ; xp). Then c= c1  c2  c3 is n-homotopic in X1 to
c1c2c0c0−1c3. Now, from Lemma 6, c2c0 is n-homotopic with xed extremities to a
constant n-path, so that c is n-homotopic to c1c0−1c3. Since W (c1c0−1c3; P1; : : : ; Pm)
is the word obtained from W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) by removing a sequence aka−1k ; we apply
our induction hypothesis to c1  c0−1  c3; so that it is n-homotopic in X1 to a constant
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n-path. Therefore c also is. From Theorem 3 and Corollary 1, c is then n-homotopic
in X to a constant n-path.
Now, for proving that ’ is onto, we only observe that by applying twice Lemma 5
we obtain, for any k 2f1; : : : ; mg; an n-path c such that W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm)= ak .
Corollary 5. Once we have performed once for all a pre-treatment whose complexity
is the number of pixels of a rectangle containing X; there is an algorithm for deciding
whether two n-paths c and c0 of AnB(X ) are n-homotopic in X whose complexity is
the sum of the lengths of c and c0.
Proof. We consider a rectangle R which contains X in its interior, and a two-
dimensionnal array A of integers with the same size as R. Then we label the
n-connected components of R and chose on pixel Pi in each component Ci. Finally,
we go over the 4-path  constructed in Section 3, and we set each value A[i; j] of the
array A equal to the number k of the interval (Ik) to which the pixel (i; j) belongs.
Using the array A thus initialized, given a closed n-path c2AnB(X ); we can compute
the word W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) in a time which is linear with respect to the length of c.
Moreover, the length of the word W (c; P1; : : : ; Pm) is less than or equal to the length
of c. Using this fact, and the fact that determining whether two words of Lm correspond
to the same element of the free group is linear with respect to the length of the words,
we obtain the result of Corollary 5.
5. Conclusion
We have a simple algebraic presentation for the digital fundamental group of an
object in a 2-dimensional image. The number of generators is equal to the number of
holes of the object, and there is no relation between these generators (free group). This
shows that two 2D connected objects have isomorphic fundamental groups if and only
if they have the same number of holes. Moreover, since the isomorphism ’ is explicit,
we are able to decide of homotopy between closed paths.
About generalization in 3D, the rst problem is that we know that in the 3D case,
the fundamental group is not a free group: There must be some relations between the
generators chosen for the fundamental group. Then we know that the word problem and
the isomorphism problem are not decidable in general [2, 7]. Hence a rst step is may
be to treat the fundamental group of surfaces since we know that, in the continuous
framework, the word problem is decidable for the surface groups.
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